As you prepare to kick start the ultimate migration campaign from your current
Microsoft Dynamics AX to the significantly improved Dynamics 365 F&O, there
are certain things you would want to keep a track of while you migrate. So, we
have curated a checklist exclusive to you.

Why do I need a migration
checklist?
There is a lot of information around migrations on the web.
Reports that suggest why you need to migrate and also
things to consider before you migrate. Our study as we
present you in this report is more to do with the latter. To
eliminate the information overload around the migration
process, this document will help you understand behind
the scenes of migration, aimed at clearing your
misconceptions. It also provides invaluable knowledge to
you around Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Why upgrade to Dynamics 365 now?
A simple answer to that – the end is near for Microsoft Dynamics AX. (When we say the end, we mean,
SUPPORT!)
Assuming a lot of users on Dynamics AX 2009 or 2012 RTM and R2 might have already made a move
to Dynamics 365 as the mainstream support has ended in 2018.
If you are still a user on the Dynamics AX platform using AX 2009 and 2012, and have opted for
‘extended support’ let me re-iterate it for you, the extended support is ending this year. So, it is time
for you to decide and make a move.
If you are in a dilemma whether or not should you migrate, it is highly recommended that you migrate
to keep up with the growing customer needs. Being in the business, you certainly wouldn’t want your
financial operations to take a back-seat because, the going gets tough to support the ageing and
outdated systems.

Being a Dynamics AX user, what options
do I have now?
An upgrade is essential.
Despite the fact that Dynamics 365 on cloud offers a wide array of functionalities for your business to
thrive in this competitive market. You also have an on premise setup that Microsoft is offering as part
of Dynamics 365 F&O if you are still not convinced about moving to cloud. (There’s a section where I
talk about Dynamics 365 Cloud vs. On premise in this document. Make a note!)
The cloud version of Dynamics 365 F&O is offered in a pay-as-you-go model. It is available as a true
software-as-service (SaaS) solution.
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The upgrade options
Evaluating which option is right for your business will play a pivotal role as you get started. Here are the
two options you have at your disposal.
Technical upgrade – Data conversion & customization using tools to the latest version.
Re-implementation – initiates a fresh installation to migrate the data and code as you need.
Both of these options have their own quirks and tricks. Because, they have the potential to have a
significant impact on your business. So, consulting your implementation partner will put you through
the right path. (Implementation expertise does matter!)

The upgrade options
Every business is unique on its own. For the companies that demands to be on the cloud, it may not
necessarily be the same for other companies across other industry verticals. So, reach out to your
technology partner to determine which path you can take for your business.
Here are some of the pros and cons that can help you with making a decision.

Cloud

Pros

No need for local servers & hardware setups
Highly scalable – Can upsize or downsize
based on demand
Centrally managed environments – Disaster
recovery to auto-updates

Cons

Data is stored out of company’s secured
network
Less control of the infra.
Heavy reliance on network and bandwidth –
no internet? No access to Dynamics 365

Predictable monthly costs

Pros

On-Premise

Cons

Can make better use of existing infrastructure

Expensive to setup

More control over the servers and data

Hard to scale up/ down

No connectivity issues (Internet)

Require Technical expertise to maintain
systems
Lack of access to advanced functionalities
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So, what now? Technical upgrade or Re-implementation?
As already mentioned previously, technical upgrade refers to data modifications on your AX
environment that are converted into new Dynamics 365 environment. While re-implementation is all
about selected data and modifications on your current AX that are migrated to new Dynamics 365.
Before you get any further on this, take a look to find out if your current system can take an upgrade.
Here’s are some questions you need to ask yourself before you proceed.
How old was my implementation?
Where does my business fit in as of today?
Is my Dynamics AX modified ever in the past?
Do I have an ISV solution as part of my base product?
Do I want to change anything from my previous setup and configurations?

Re-implementation
If you are familiar with system implementations, re-implementation is no different. Be assured,
migrating data and modifications from your current AX to Dynamics 365 is easier as Microsoft has
provided some helpful tools to make the process seamless. As you re-implement, it is also an
opportunity for you to review and only pick what is important for you to migrate and leave behind the
data you’d no longer need. (A data cleansing process as add-ons)
However, moving transactional data is hard to make. Which means, you will not have your transactional
history in the new version. Though reporting can bridge the gap, a lot of factors should be taken into
consideration.
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Pros

Cons

Opportunity to review your current process to
eliminate ones that you no longer need.

Intensive as it can get. User training is
required.

Redesigning data made easy to reflect your
business better.

Loss of transactional data.

Easy to remove redundant modifications.

Time consuming and expensive

Upgrade
Upgrading your Dynamics AX to Dynamics 365 environment requires a series of steps to be performed
by your technology partner. Though it takes less time to upgrade, it takes a lot of preparation to get to
the upgrade stage. The need for carrying out user acceptance testing and regression testing is
required to ensure data and customizations are working. This is where a good Dynamics 365 partner
can make a difference.

Pros

Cons

The upgrade time is considerably faster than
re-implementation

No scope to select what data and
modifications to upgrade to new environment

Less training is required as no major change in
the business flow.

Requires a robust and repeatable process

Scale down on the resource investment
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Migrate to Dynamics 365 – Before you run out of time!
Systems of all the current Dynamics AX 2009, 2012 and
2013 users will become obsolete in just a couple of
months from now. I hope this study has given you a high
level understanding of what Dynamics 365 is and what it
means to migrate to Dynamics 365 from your existing AX
environment.
Though going with an upgrade or an implementation is
proving costly to businesses and consuming lot of time,
the one binding reason is that, the benefits of the upgrade
or re-implementation significantly outweigh costs. And
that makes Dynamics 365 a preferred choice for
companies of all sizes.
But as we rightly mentioned, having an implementation
partner is equally important as you get started with your
Dynamics 365 migration journey.

What makes DemandDynamics a Preferred
Dynamics 365 Implementation Partner?
To begin with, our team of experts evaluate your current and future needs to strategically align the
Dynamics 365 implementation with your specific business goals and objectives to make sure we leave
no coin unturned.
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we provide the best Microsoft Dynamics 365 Consulting and
Implementation services in the industry to meet your business needs with insights and expertise that
increase productivity and drive digital transformation.
Our clients love our unique and scalable Pay-As-You-Use model that offers exclusive benefits when
compared to traditional Microsoft engagement models.
Over the years, we have set ourselves ahead of the competition, only because, we are:

Affordable

Flexible

Scalable

Available

Agile
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